{"id":1824,"date":"2018-05-19T02:09:14","date_gmt":"2018-05-19T02:09:14","guid":{"rendered":"http:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/?p=1824"},"modified":"2018-05-19T02:09:14","modified_gmt":"2018-05-19T02:09:14","slug":"may-2018-newfree-offer-of-braindump2go-70-762-pdf-dumps-70q-for-instant-downloading26-36","status":"publish","type":"post","link":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2018-newfree-offer-of-braindump2go-70-762-pdf-dumps-70q-for-instant-downloading26-36.html","title":{"rendered":"[May-2018-New]Free Offer of Braindump2go 70-762 PDF Dumps 70Q for Instant Downloading[26-36]"},"content":{"rendered":"<p><strong><font color=\"#ff0000\" size=\"5\"><u>2018 May New Microsoft 70-762 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Just Updated Today! Following are some new 70-762 Real Exam Questions:<\/u><\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\"><\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><!--more--><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\">1.|2018 Latest 70-762 Exam Dumps (PDF &amp;VCE) <em><font color=\"#9b00d3\" size=\"5\">70Q<\/font><\/em> Download:<\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><a title=\"https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/70-762.html\" href=\"https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/70-762.html\"><font color=\"#0000ff\" size=\"4\"><strong>https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/70-762.html<\/strong><\/font><\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\">2.|2018 Latest 70-762 Exam Questions &amp; Answers Download:<\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><a title=\"https:\/\/drive.google.com\/drive\/folders\/0B75b5xYLjSSNajNKbVh2RV9IZlU?usp=sharing\" href=\"https:\/\/drive.google.com\/drive\/folders\/0B75b5xYLjSSNajNKbVh2RV9IZlU?usp=sharing\"><strong><font color=\"#0000ff\" size=\"4\">https:\/\/drive.google.com\/drive\/folders\/0B75b5xYLjSSNajNKbVh2RV9IZlU?usp=sharing<\/font><\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong>QUESTION 26<br \/>Drag and Drop Question<br \/>You have a database named Sales that contains the following database tables: <br \/>Customer, Order, and Products. <br \/>The Products table and the Order table are shown in the following diagram .<\/p>\n<p>The customer table includes a column that stores the data for the last order that the customer placed. You plan to create a table named Leads. The Leads table is expected to contain approximately 20,000 records. Storage requirements for the Leads table must be minimized. Changes to the price of any product must be less a 25 percent increase from the current price. The shipping department must be notified about order and shipping details when an order is entered into the database.<br \/>You need to implement the appropriate table objects.<br \/>Which object should you use for each table? To answer, drag the appropriate objects to the correct tables. Each object may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: <br \/>  <\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>QUESTION 27<br \/>Hotspot Question<br \/>You have a database named Sa les that contains the following database tables: <br \/>Customer, Order, and Product s. <br \/>The Products table and the Order table are shown in the following diagram.<\/p>\n<p>The customer table includes a column that stores the data for the last order that the customer placed. You plan to create a table named Leads. The Leads table is expected to contain approximately 20,000 records. Storage requirements for the Leads table must be minimized. <br \/>You need to implement a stored procedure that deletes a discontinued product from the Products table.<br \/>You identify the following requirements:<br \/>What should you do? To answer, select the appropriate Transact-SOL segments in the answer area.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: <\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 28<br \/>Hotspot Question<br \/>You have a database named Sa les that contains the following database tables: <br \/>Customer, Order, and Products. <br \/>The Products table and the Order table are shown in the following diagram.<\/p>\n<p>The customer table includes a column that stores the data for the last order that the customer placed. You plan to create a table named Leads. The Leads table is expected to contain approximately 20,000 records. Storage requirements for the Leads table must be minimized. <br \/>You need to create triggers that meet the following requirements:<br \/>In the table below, identify the trigger types that meet the requirements. NOTE: Make only selection in each column. Each correct selection is worth one point.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: <br \/>  <\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>QUESTION 29<br \/>Hotspot Question<br \/>You have a database named Sales that contains the following database tables: <br \/>Customer, Order, and Products. <br \/>The Products table and the Order table are shown in the following diagram .<\/p>\n<p>The customer table includes a column that stores the data for the last order that the customer placed. You plan to create a table named Leads. The Leads table is expected to contain approximately 20,000 records. Storage requirements for the Leads table must be minimized. <br \/>The Leads table must include the columns described in the following table.<\/p>\n<p>The data types chosen must consume the least amount of storage possible. <br \/>You need to select the appropriate data types for the Leads table. In the table below, identify the data type that must be used for each table column.<br \/>NOTE: Make only one selection in each column.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: <br \/>  <\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>QUESTION 30<br \/>Hotspot Question<br \/>You have a database named Sales that contains the following database tables: <br \/>Customer, Order, and Products. <br \/>The Products table and the Order table are shown in the following diagram .<\/p>\n<p>The customer table includes a column that stores the data for the last order that the customer placed. You plan to create a table named Leads. The Leads table is expected to contain approximately 20,000 records. Storage requirements for the Leads table must be minimized. <br \/>You need to modify the database design to meet the following requirements:<br \/>In the table below, identify the constraint that must be configured for each table.<br \/>NOTE: Make only one selection in each column.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: <br \/>  <\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>QUESTION 31<br \/>Drag and Drop Question<br \/>You have a database named Sales that contains the following database tables. <br \/>Customer, Order, and Products. <br \/>The Products table and the order table shown in the following diagram.<\/p>\n<p>The Customer table includes a column that stores the date for the last order that the customer placed. You plan to create a table named Leads. The Leads table is expected to contain approximately 20,000 records. Storage requirements for the Leads table must be minimized. <br \/>You need to begin to modify the table design to adhere to third normal form. <br \/>Which column should you remove for each table? To answer? drag the appropriate column names to the correct locations. Each column name may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong> <br \/>Answer: <br \/>  <\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>QUESTION 32<br \/>You have a database that contains the following tables: <br \/>BlogCategory, BlogEntry, ProductReview, Product, and SalesPerson.<br \/>The tables were created using the following Transact SQL statements:<\/p>\n<p>You must modify the ProductReview Table to meet the following requirements:<br \/>1. The table must reference the ProductID column in the Product table<br \/>2. Existing records in the ProductReview table must not be validated with the Product table.<br \/>3. Deleting records in the Product table must not be allowed if records are referenced by the ProductReview table.<br \/>4. Changes to records in the Product table must propagate to the ProductReview table. <br \/>You also have the following database tables: <br \/>Order, ProductTypes, and SalesHistory, The transact-SOL statements for these tables are not available.<br \/>You must modify the Orders table to meet the following requirements:<br \/>1. Create new rows in the table without granting INSERT permissions to the table.<br \/>2. Notify the sales person who places an order whether or not the order was completed. <br \/>You must add the following constraints to the SalesHistory table:<br \/>-a constraint on the SaleID column that allows the field to be used as a record identifier <br \/>-a constant that uses the ProductID column to reference the Product column of the ProductTypes table <br \/>-a constraint on the CategoryID column that allows one row with a null value in the column <br \/>-a constraint that limits the Sale Price column to values greater than four <br \/>Finance department users must be able to retrieve data from the SalesHistory table for sales persons where the value of the SalesYTD column is above a certain threshold.<br \/>You plan to create a memory-optimized table named SalesOrder. The table must meet the following requirements:<br \/>&#8211; The table must hold 10 million unique sales orders.<br \/>&#8211; The table must use checkpoints to minimize 1\/0 operations and must not use transaction logging.<br \/>&#8211; Data loss is acceptable.<br \/>Performance for queries against the SalesOrder table that use where clauses with exact equality operations must be optimized.<br \/>You need to enable referential integrity for the ProductReview table. How should you complete the relevant Transact-SOL statement? To answer? select the appropriate Transact-SOL segments in the answer area.<\/p>\n<p>Select two alternatives.<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>A.    For the first selection select: WITH CHECK<br \/>B.    For the first selection select : WITH NOCHECK<br \/>C.    For the second selection select: ON DELETE NO ACTION ON UPDATE CASCADE<br \/>D.    For the second selection select: ON DELETECASCADE ON UPDATE CASCADE<br \/>E.    For the second selection select: ON DELETE NO ACTION ON UPDATE NO ACTION<br \/>F.    For the second selection select: ON DELETE CASCADE ON UPDATE NO ACTION<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>Answer: BC<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>QUESTION 33<br \/>Hotspot Question<br \/>You have a database that contains the following tables: <br \/>BlogCategory, BlogEntry, ProductReview, Product, and SalesPerson.<br \/>The tables were created using the following Transact SQL statements:<\/p>\n<p>You must modify the ProductReview Table to meet the following requirements:<br \/>1. The table must reference the ProductID column in the Product table<br \/>2. Existing records in the ProductReview table must not be validated with the Product table.<br \/>3. Deleting records in the Product table must not be allowed if records are referenced by the ProductReview table.<br \/>4. Changes to records in the Product table must propagate to the ProductReview table. <br \/>You also have the following database tables: <br \/>Order, ProductTypes, and SalesHistory, The transact-SOL statements for these tables are not available.<br \/>You must modify the Orders table to meet the following requirements:<br \/>1. Create new rows in the table without granting INSERT permissions to the table.<br \/>2. Notify the sales person who places an order whether or not the order was completed. <br \/>You must add the following constraints to the SalesHistory table:<br \/>-a constraint on the SaleID column that allows the field to be used as a record identifier <br \/>-a constant that uses the ProductID column to reference the Product column of the ProductTypes table <br \/>-a constraint on the CategoryID column that allows one row with a null value in the column <br \/>-a constraint that limits the Sale Price column to values greater than four <br \/>Finance department users must be able to retrieve data from the SalesHistory table for sales persons where the value of the SalesYTD column is above a certain threshold.<br \/>You plan to create a memory-optimized table named SalesOrder. The table must meet the following requirements:<br \/>&#8211; The table must hold 10 million unique sales orders.<br \/>&#8211; The table must use checkpoints to minimize 1\/0 operations and must not use transaction logging.<br \/>&#8211; Data loss is acceptable.<br \/>Performance for queries against the SalesOrder table that use where clauses with exact equality operations must be optimized.<br \/>You need to create an object that allows finance users to be able to retrieve the required data. The object must not have a negative performance impact.<br \/>How should you complete the Transact-SOL statements? To answer, select the appropriate TransactSOL segments in the answer area.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: <br \/>  <\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>QUESTION 34<br \/>You have a reporting database that includes a non-partitioned fact table named Fact_Sales. <br \/>The table is persisted on disk.<br \/>Users report that their queries take a long time to complete. <br \/>The system administrator reports that the table takes too much space in the database. <br \/>You observe that there are no indexes defined on the table, and many columns have repeating values.<br \/>You need to create the most efficient index on the table, minimize disk storage and improve reporting query performance.<br \/>What should you do?<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>A.    Create a clustered index on the table.<br \/>B.    Create a nonclustered index on the table.<br \/>C.    Create a nonclustered filtered index on the table.<br \/>D.    Create a clustered column store index on the table.<br \/>E.    Create a nonclustered column store index on the table.<br \/>F.    Create a hash index on the table.<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>Answer: D<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>QUESTION 35<br \/>You have a database named DB1. The database does not use a memory-optimized filegroup. The database contains a table named Table1. <br \/>The table must support the following workloads:<\/p>\n<p>You need to add the most efficient index to support the new OLTP workload, while not deteriorating the existing Reporting query performance.<br \/>What should you do?<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>A.    Create a clustered index on the table.<br \/>B.    Create a nonclustered index on the table.<br \/>C.    Create a nonclustered filtered index on the table.<br \/>D.    Create a clustered column store index on the table.<br \/>E.    Create a nonclustered column store index on the table.<br \/>F.    Create a hash index on the table.<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>Answer: C<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>QUESTION 36<br \/>Drag and Drop Question<br \/>You are evaluating the performance of a database environment. <br \/>You must avoid unnecessary locks and ensure that lost updates do not occur. <br \/>You need to choose the transaction isolation level for each data scenario. <br \/>Which isolation level should you use for each scenario? To answer, drag the appropriate isolation levels to the correct scenarios. Each isolation may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: <br \/><\/strong><\/p>\n<hr>\n<p><strong><font color=\"#ff0000\" size=\"6\"><u>!!!RECOMMEND!!!<\/u><\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\">1.|2018 Latest 70-762 Exam Dumps (PDF &amp;VCE) <em><font color=\"#9b00d3\" size=\"5\">70Q<\/font><\/em> Download:<\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><a title=\"https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/70-762.html\n\" href=\"https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/70-762.html\"><strong><font color=\"#0000ff\" size=\"4\">https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/70-762.html<\/font><\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\">2.|.|2018 Latest 70-762 Study Guide Video:<\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><a title=\"https:\/\/youtu.be\/9ubWjpvgK5c\" href=\"https:\/\/youtu.be\/9ubWjpvgK5c\"><strong><font color=\"#0000ff\" size=\"4\">https:\/\/youtu.be\/9ubWjpvgK5c<\/font><\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n","protected":false},"excerpt":{"rendered":"<p>2018 May New Microsoft 70-762 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Just Updated Today! Following are some new 70-762 Real<\/p>\n","protected":false},"author":1,"featured_media":0,"comment_status":"closed","ping_status":"open","sticky":false,"template":"","format":"standard","meta":{"footnotes":""},"categories":[1723,1724,1725,1726,2],"tags":[1734,1728,1729,1730,1732,1733,1731,1727],"yoast_head":"<!-- This site is optimized with the Yoast SEO plugin v22.4 - https:\/\/yoast.com\/wordpress\/plugins\/seo\/ -->\n<title>[May-2018-New]Free Offer of Braindump2go 70-762 PDF Dumps 70Q for Instant Downloading[26-36] - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps<\/title>\n<meta name=\"robots\" content=\"index, follow, max-snippet:-1, max-image-preview:large, max-video-preview:-1\" \/>\n<link rel=\"canonical\" href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2018-newfree-offer-of-braindump2go-70-762-pdf-dumps-70q-for-instant-downloading26-36.html\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:locale\" content=\"en_US\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:type\" content=\"article\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:title\" content=\"[May-2018-New]Free Offer of Braindump2go 70-762 PDF Dumps 70Q for Instant Downloading[26-36] - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:description\" content=\"2018 May New Microsoft 70-762 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Just Updated Today! Following are some new 70-762 Real\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:url\" content=\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2018-newfree-offer-of-braindump2go-70-762-pdf-dumps-70q-for-instant-downloading26-36.html\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:site_name\" content=\"All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps\" \/>\n<meta property=\"article:published_time\" content=\"2018-05-19T02:09:14+00:00\" \/>\n<meta name=\"author\" content=\"admin\" \/>\n<meta name=\"twitter:card\" content=\"summary_large_image\" \/>\n<meta name=\"twitter:label1\" content=\"Written by\" \/>\n\t<meta name=\"twitter:data1\" content=\"admin\" \/>\n\t<meta name=\"twitter:label2\" content=\"Est. reading time\" \/>\n\t<meta name=\"twitter:data2\" content=\"10 minutes\" \/>\n<script type=\"application\/ld+json\" class=\"yoast-schema-graph\">{\"@context\":\"https:\/\/schema.org\",\"@graph\":[{\"@type\":\"WebPage\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2018-newfree-offer-of-braindump2go-70-762-pdf-dumps-70q-for-instant-downloading26-36.html\",\"url\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2018-newfree-offer-of-braindump2go-70-762-pdf-dumps-70q-for-instant-downloading26-36.html\",\"name\":\"[May-2018-New]Free Offer of Braindump2go 70-762 PDF Dumps 70Q for Instant Downloading[26-36] - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps\",\"isPartOf\":{\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#website\"},\"datePublished\":\"2018-05-19T02:09:14+00:00\",\"dateModified\":\"2018-05-19T02:09:14+00:00\",\"author\":{\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/cebbf4d41746662cc414ccc2be00db6e\"},\"breadcrumb\":{\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2018-newfree-offer-of-braindump2go-70-762-pdf-dumps-70q-for-instant-downloading26-36.html#breadcrumb\"},\"inLanguage\":\"en-US\",\"potentialAction\":[{\"@type\":\"ReadAction\",\"target\":[\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2018-newfree-offer-of-braindump2go-70-762-pdf-dumps-70q-for-instant-downloading26-36.html\"]}]},{\"@type\":\"BreadcrumbList\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2018-newfree-offer-of-braindump2go-70-762-pdf-dumps-70q-for-instant-downloading26-36.html#breadcrumb\",\"itemListElement\":[{\"@type\":\"ListItem\",\"position\":1,\"name\":\"Home\",\"item\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/\"},{\"@type\":\"ListItem\",\"position\":2,\"name\":\"[May-2018-New]Free Offer of Braindump2go 70-762 PDF Dumps 70Q for Instant Downloading[26-36]\"}]},{\"@type\":\"WebSite\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#website\",\"url\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/\",\"name\":\"All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps\",\"description\":\"Braindump2go Latest and Hottest Dumps with PDF and VCE are free Shared Here!\",\"potentialAction\":[{\"@type\":\"SearchAction\",\"target\":{\"@type\":\"EntryPoint\",\"urlTemplate\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/?s={search_term_string}\"},\"query-input\":\"required name=search_term_string\"}],\"inLanguage\":\"en-US\"},{\"@type\":\"Person\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/cebbf4d41746662cc414ccc2be00db6e\",\"name\":\"admin\",\"image\":{\"@type\":\"ImageObject\",\"inLanguage\":\"en-US\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/image\/\",\"url\":\"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/2cd6af522689329bf9552d760877fbd1?s=96&d=mm&r=g\",\"contentUrl\":\"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/2cd6af522689329bf9552d760877fbd1?s=96&d=mm&r=g\",\"caption\":\"admin\"},\"url\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/author\/admin\"}]}<\/script>\n<!-- \/ Yoast SEO plugin. -->","yoast_head_json":{"title":"[May-2018-New]Free Offer of Braindump2go 70-762 PDF Dumps 70Q for Instant Downloading[26-36] - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","robots":{"index":"index","follow":"follow","max-snippet":"max-snippet:-1","max-image-preview":"max-image-preview:large","max-video-preview":"max-video-preview:-1"},"canonical":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2018-newfree-offer-of-braindump2go-70-762-pdf-dumps-70q-for-instant-downloading26-36.html","og_locale":"en_US","og_type":"article","og_title":"[May-2018-New]Free Offer of Braindump2go 70-762 PDF Dumps 70Q for Instant Downloading[26-36] - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","og_description":"2018 May New Microsoft 70-762 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Just Updated Today! Following are some new 70-762 Real","og_url":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2018-newfree-offer-of-braindump2go-70-762-pdf-dumps-70q-for-instant-downloading26-36.html","og_site_name":"All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","article_published_time":"2018-05-19T02:09:14+00:00","author":"admin","twitter_card":"summary_large_image","twitter_misc":{"Written by":"admin","Est. reading time":"10 minutes"},"schema":{"@context":"https:\/\/schema.org","@graph":[{"@type":"WebPage","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2018-newfree-offer-of-braindump2go-70-762-pdf-dumps-70q-for-instant-downloading26-36.html","url":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2018-newfree-offer-of-braindump2go-70-762-pdf-dumps-70q-for-instant-downloading26-36.html","name":"[May-2018-New]Free Offer of Braindump2go 70-762 PDF Dumps 70Q for Instant Downloading[26-36] - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","isPartOf":{"@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#website"},"datePublished":"2018-05-19T02:09:14+00:00","dateModified":"2018-05-19T02:09:14+00:00","author":{"@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/cebbf4d41746662cc414ccc2be00db6e"},"breadcrumb":{"@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2018-newfree-offer-of-braindump2go-70-762-pdf-dumps-70q-for-instant-downloading26-36.html#breadcrumb"},"inLanguage":"en-US","potentialAction":[{"@type":"ReadAction","target":["https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2018-newfree-offer-of-braindump2go-70-762-pdf-dumps-70q-for-instant-downloading26-36.html"]}]},{"@type":"BreadcrumbList","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2018-newfree-offer-of-braindump2go-70-762-pdf-dumps-70q-for-instant-downloading26-36.html#breadcrumb","itemListElement":[{"@type":"ListItem","position":1,"name":"Home","item":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/"},{"@type":"ListItem","position":2,"name":"[May-2018-New]Free Offer of Braindump2go 70-762 PDF Dumps 70Q for Instant Downloading[26-36]"}]},{"@type":"WebSite","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#website","url":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/","name":"All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","description":"Braindump2go Latest and Hottest Dumps with PDF and VCE are free Shared Here!","potentialAction":[{"@type":"SearchAction","target":{"@type":"EntryPoint","urlTemplate":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/?s={search_term_string}"},"query-input":"required name=search_term_string"}],"inLanguage":"en-US"},{"@type":"Person","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/cebbf4d41746662cc414ccc2be00db6e","name":"admin","image":{"@type":"ImageObject","inLanguage":"en-US","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/image\/","url":"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/2cd6af522689329bf9552d760877fbd1?s=96&d=mm&r=g","contentUrl":"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/2cd6af522689329bf9552d760877fbd1?s=96&d=mm&r=g","caption":"admin"},"url":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/author\/admin"}]}},"_links":{"self":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/1824"}],"collection":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts"}],"about":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/types\/post"}],"author":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/users\/1"}],"replies":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/comments?post=1824"}],"version-history":[{"count":1,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/1824\/revisions"}],"predecessor-version":[{"id":1825,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/1824\/revisions\/1825"}],"wp:attachment":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media?parent=1824"}],"wp:term":[{"taxonomy":"category","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/categories?post=1824"},{"taxonomy":"post_tag","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/tags?post=1824"}],"curies":[{"name":"wp","href":"https:\/\/api.w.org\/{rel}","templated":true}]}}
